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Do Baby Brain Cortices that Look Alike at Birth Grow
Alike During The First Year of Postnatal Development?

Islem Rekik1?, Gang Li2, Weili Lin2, and Dinggang Shen2

1 BASIRA lab, CVIP group, School of Science and Engineering, Computing, University of
Dundee, UK

2 Department of Radiology and BRIC, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, NC, USA

Abstract. The neonatal brain cortex is marked with complex and high-convoluted
morphology, that undergoes dramatic changes over the first year of postnatal de-
velopment. A large body of existing research works investigating ‘the developing
brain’ have focused on looking at changes in cortical morphology and charting
the developmental trajectories of the cortex. However, the relationship between
neonatal cortical morphology and its postnatal growth trajectory was poorly
investigated. Notably, understanding the multi-scale shape-growth relationship
may help identify early neurodevelopmental disorders that affect it. Here, we un-
precedentedly explore the question: “Do cortices that look alike in shape at birth
have similar kinetic growth patterns?”. To this aim, we propose to analyze shape-
growth relationship at three different scales. On a global scale, we found that
neonatal cortices similar in geometric closeness are significantly correlated with
their postnatal overall growth dynamics from birth till 1-year-old (r = 0.27). This
finding was replicated when using shape similarity in morphology (r = 0.20).
On a local scale, for both hemispheres, 20% of cortical regions displayed a sig-
nificant high correlation (r > 0.4) between their similarities in morphology and
dynamics. On a connectional scale, we identified hubs of cortical regions that
were consistently similar in morphology and developed similarly across subjects
including the cingulate cortex using a novel integral shape-growth brain graph
representation.

1 Introduction

Little is known about how the cerebral cortex develops and works, particularly dur-
ing early postnatal neurodevelopment [1]. Understanding the relationship between the
neonatal cortical shape (i.e., geometry and morphology) and its postnatal kinetic be-
havior (i.e., dynamics1 and velocity of growth) may produce novel diagnostic tools for
better identifying neurodevelopmental disorders at a very early stage (e.g., schizophre-
nia and autism) [2, 3]. For instance, many brain disorders affect not only the cortex
growth patterns, but also the cortex morphology [2]. However, the majority of existing
studies investigate changes in cortical morphology or growth trajectories independently.
To the best of our knowledge, the multi-scale relationship between the spatiotemporal
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Fig. 1: If two cortical shapes are similar in morphology at baseline (i.e., 1 month of
age), will they have similar developmental trajectories at follow-up timepoints?

dynamics and the morphology of the neonatal cerebral cortex is overlooked in the neu-
roscience literature.

To address this gap, we propose a multi-scale shape-growth analysis (MSGA) frame-
work, which specifically investigates the following question: “Do cortices that look
alike in shape at birth (both locally and globally) have similar kinetic growth patterns
(e.g., velocity of growth) during the first year of postnatal development?” (Fig. 1). To
this aim, we examine if ‘similar’ shapes across individuals grow ‘alike’ at three dif-
ferent scales: global, local and connectional. However, prior to developing our MSGA
framework, one needs to define shape similarity and dynamic growth similarity metrics.
Unlike several morphometric and volumetric analysis methods that cannot accurately
characterize subtle cortical morphological changes in space and time, we leverage the
multidirectional varifold-based cortical shape representation model introduced in [4]
that quantifies the surface morphology along key directions at each vertex, and pro-
vides an informative metric that evaluates morphological similarity between shapes. We
also use the Euclidean distance to evaluate the geometric closeness between shapes. As
for the kinetic3 (or growth) similarity, we use a longitudinal multidirectional varifold
regression model based on [4], which allows to estimate the spatiotemporal velocity
of each vertex in the baseline cortical surface within a specific time-window starting
at first acquisition timepoint. Next, we propose a pairwise correlation-based similarity
that quantifies the dynamic co-behavior in two different locations (or regions) of the
neonatal cortex.

At a global scale, we examine the correlation between morphologically (resp. geo-
metrically) similar neonatal cortical shapes and their kinetic developmental trajectories.
At a local scale, we examine shape-velocity correlations in very distinctive cortical re-
gions. Finally, at a connectional scale, inspired from [5], we further propose a novel
integral brain ‘shape-growth’ graph representation to identify neonatal cortical regions

3 Related to the velocity of shape deformation.



that are similar in morphology, but also grow similarly in respectively the left and the
right hemispheres.

2 Multi-scale Shape-Growth Analysis (MSGA) Framework

To investigate if two similar shapes at baseline (first acquisition timepoint) will develop
similarly over time, we introduce the key ingredients of our proposed MSGA framework
as follows.

Quantification of cortical shape morphology using multi-directional varifold
representation. First, we use the multidirectional varifold shape representation pro-
posed in [4] to quantify the morphology of a cortical surface S at each mesh (triangu-
lar face) center x
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along two orthogonal directions: the non-oriented normal direction
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. We note that �
W

represents the scale under which mor-
phological details of the cortical shape are overlooked.

Quantification of cortical developmental trajectories using multi-directional
varifold regression model. Given a set of shapes {S1

, . . . , S

NS}, we nest each of
these into a multidirectional varifold space W

⇤, where each shape S

k (i.e., k�th sub-
ject in the population) is represented as a sum of two ‘orthogonal’ varifolds. Since
each shape is measured longitudinally at different timepoints t 2 [0, 1], we estimate its
evolution trajectory through deforming the baseline multidirectional varifold S

k

0 onto a
set of target multidirectional varifolds {Sk

1 , . . . , S
k

T

} respectively observed at different
observation timepoints. To do so, we model this longitudinal shape deformation from
baseline as a minimization problem [4]: J
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⇤ , where � represents a trade-off between the deformation smoothness en-
ergy and the similarity between ground-truth and deformed shapes. �(x, t), t 2 [0, 1]
represents a smooth invertible deformation (i.e., diffeomorphism), fully defined by a set
of N

z

control points z

i

and their attached initial deformation momenta ↵

i

. We fix the
N

z

control points across all subjects, to compare their growth trajectories. v
t

denotes
the estimated smooth shape deformation velocity field, which belongs to a reproducing
kernel Hilbert space V , spanned by Gaussian kernel K

V

with standard deviation �

V

.
Specifically, the vertex-wise spatiotemporal piece-wise continuous velocity v is defined
at a location x and timepoint t as: v(x, t) =

P
Nz

i=1 KV

(x, z
i

(t))↵
i

(t). Notably, this
multidirectional varifold deformation framework allows to establish vertex-to-vertex
correspondence across subjects and timepoints. Next, we leverage the multidirectional
varifold for shape representation and the estimated velocity for growth quantification to
compute morphological similarity and growth similarity between pairs of shapes in our
cohort.



Geometric shape similarity matrix definition. To quantify the geometric concor-
dance between two neonatal surfaces S

i

and S

j

, we use the Euclidean distance as fol-
lows: d(S

i

, S

j

) =
P

N

x=1 ||Si

(x)�S
j

(x)||2, where N represents the number of vertices.
We then transform the pairwise distance into a pairwise similarity using a continuous
mapping (f(x) = x

2 � 2x + 1). Unlike non-smooth linear regression mapping, the
proposed non-linear function f is continuously differentiable (or smooth), which helps
better preserve the potential local smoothness that may exist in the original shape sim-
ilarity matrix. Next, we generate an N

s

⇥ N

s

matrix S
g

, where each element S
g

(i, j)
quantifies the similarity in geometry between two shapes Si and S

j .
Morphological shape similarity matrix definition. In a similar way, we generate

a morphological shape dissimilarity matrix, where each element measures the dissimi-
larity in morphology between two shapes Si and S

j using the multidirectional varifold
distance norm ||S

i

�S
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||
W

⇤ . We also reverse this matrix using the f -mapping to finally
get the morphological shape similarity matrix S

m

.
Velocity similarity matrix definition. To measure the similarity in developmental

dynamics of two baseline shapes, we first retrieve at each vertex x
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in the baseline sur-
face S0 the estimated spatiotemporal velocity signal along first, second, and third axes:
v
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coordinate-wise Pearson correlation with its corresponding vertex x
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in a different base-
line surface S

j . Finally, we compute their average and store it in an element G
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(i, j) of
the velocity N
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Initial momenta similarity matrix definition. Here, for each pair of neonatal cor-

tical shapes S

i and S

j in our cohort, we compute the average inner product between
their respective initial deformation momenta, and then assign this value, which lies in
the interval [�1, 1], to an element (i, j) of an N

s

⇥N
s

matrix G
m

that sparsely quantifies
how similar is the 4D deformation of both shapes.

Global shape-growth analysis. At a global scale, we compute the Pearson correla-
tion between only the halves of the geometric similarity shape matrix S

g

and the initial
momenta similarity matrix G

m

as they are symmetric. We also compute the correlation
between the morphological similarity shape matrix S

m

and G
m

. To better examine the
global dense deformation trajectories, we compute the correlation between both geo-
metric S

g

and morphological S
m

matrices and the global velocity similarity matrix G
v

computed on the whole cortex.
Local ROI-based shape-velocity co-behavior analysis. To investigate the varia-

tion in strength of the shape-growth correlates in different local cortical regions, we
parcellate each cortical surface into N

r

anatomical regions of interest (ROIs). Then, we
generate for each ROI r a velocity similarity matrix Gr

v

of size N

s

⇥N

s

. Supp. Fig. 11

illustrates this step for a representative cortical region. On a local scale, to examine if
baseline cortical regions that look similar have correlated postnatal dynamic behavior,
we also create for each ROI a morphological shape similarity matrix Sr

m

to assess the
regional morphological similarity between individuals and geometric shape similarity
matrix Sr

g

to assess the regional geometric concordance or closeness. Then, for each
1 Supplementary material link: http://basira-lab.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Supp-Rekik-et-al.-MICCAI-2018.pdf



hemisphere and for each ROI, we compute the Pearson correlation coefficient between
a velocity similarity matrix Gr

v

and each shape similarity matrix (S
g

and S
m

).

Fig. 2: Global analysis: Correlation between shape similarity and velocity similarity
matrices. For each hemisphere, we computed the correlation between the geometric
(vs. morphological) shape similarity matrix with respectively initial momenta similarity
matrix and velocity similarity matrix.

Connectional shape-growth analysis. To identify regional cortical connections
that show strong correlation between regions that look alike and grow alike across all
subjects, we first define for each subject s shape Ss

m

and growth Gs

v

matrices, each of
size N

r

⇥N
r

. Next, we fuse all morphological shape matrices to generate the morphome
(Supp. Fig. 2), and all velocity-based growth matrices to generate the kinectome using
network fusion method proposed in [6]. Next, for each hemisphere, we normalize both
fused shape connectivity and mean velocity connectivity matrices, then we compute
their absolute difference matrix. Through sparsifying the matrix by retaining only the
P

s

% lowest difference values, we unprecedentedly define the morpho-kinetome, where
similar cortical regions in morphology have correlated growth trajectories and dissim-
ilar brain regions have uncorrelated growth trajectories. We illustrate in Supp. Fig. 3
three cases where we generate morpho-kinectomes at different sparsification levels and
with different scales in shape-growth co-behavior.

3 Results and Discussion

Data and parameter setting. In this study, we used 115 MR images from 23 healthy
full-term born infants. Each infant was scheduled to be scanned at 5 time points (1, 3,
6, 9, and 12 months of age). At each scheduled scan, T1-, T2-, and diffusion-weighted
MR images were acquired by a Siemens 3T head-only MR scanner with a 32 channel
head coil. T1-weighted images (144 sagittal slices) were acquired with the imaging
parameters: TR = 1900ms, TE = 4.38ms, flip angle = 7, acquisition matrix =
256 ⇥ 192, and voxel size = 1 ⇥ 1 ⇥ 1mm

3. T2-weighted images (64 axial slices)
were acquired with the imaging parameters: TR/TE = 7380/119ms, flip angle =
150, acquisition matrix = 256 ⇥ 128, and voxel size = 1.25 ⇥ 1.25 ⇥ 1.95mm

3. We
parcellated each cortical hemisphere into 35 ROIs using the Desikan-Killiany atlas. For
the multidirectional varifold-based geodesic shape regression model, we empirically set
� = 10�4, �

W

= 5, and �

V

= 25.



Fig. 3: Local ROI-based shape-growth correlation analysis for left and right hemi-
spheres in developing brains. Correlation for each cortical region of interest between
geometric shape similarity matrix and velocity similarity matrix. ⇤⇤ denotes highly sig-
nificant correlations (p⌧ 10�3) and ⇤ denotes significant correlation (p < 0.05).

Global shape-growth analysis. Our global analysis revealed a significantly posi-
tive correlation between geometrically close shapes and their growth dynamics as well
as between similar shapes in morphology and their dynamic evolution. In particular,
as shown in Fig. 2, the initial momenta similarity matrix correlated with the geo-
metric shape similarity matrix in both left (r = 0.26, p = 1.07 ⇥ 10�5) and right
(r = 0.28, p = 0.09) hemispheres, and slightly less correlated with the morphologi-
cal shape similarity matrix (r = 0.20, p < 10�5) in both hemispheres. This is quite
expected since the varifold metric captures the richness and complexity of the cortical
foldings that largely vary between subjects, unlike the geometric similarity that grossly
approximates closeness between cortical surfaces. In addition, to not reduce the cortical
growth to only a sparse set of initial momenta, we also use the velocity similarity ma-
trix which encodes the mean correlation between all vertex-wise velocity trajectories in
x, y and z spatial directions. Our findings also revealed a positive correlation between
the velocity similarity matrix and the geometric shape similarity matrix in both left
(r = 0.26, p = 1.17⇥ 10�5) and right (r = 0.20, p = 5⇥ 10�4) hemispheres, which
similarly decreased when using the morphological shape similarity matrix for the left
(r = 0.17, p = 0.04) and the right (r = 0.11, p = 0.04) hemispheres.

Local shape-growth analysis. We extended our previous findings by exploring the
shape-velocity co-behavior in 35 cortical regions. For each ROI, we computed the Pear-
son correlation coefficient between the velocity similarity matrix and the morphological
shape similarity matrix. For both left and right hemispheres, 20% of the cortical regions
had a statistically significant high correlation between their morphological closeness
and growth dynamics (r > 0.4, p ⌧ 0.001) (Fig. 3). These included for both hemi-
spheres the superior temporal sulcus, caudal middle frontal gyrus, fusiform gyrus, in-
ferior parietal cortex, inferior temporal gyrus and isthmus cingulate cortex, along with
the right anterior cingulate cortex –mainly belonging to the temporal, frontal and lim-
bic lobes. We also found statistically nonsignificant negative correlations in about 10
cortical regions using the morphological similarity. For the right hemisphere, 13/35 re-
gions had negative correlations where only the middle temporal gyrus was statistically
significant (p < 0.05). Clearly, both cortical hemispheric developments are marked by
correlated and anti-correlated shape-velocity behaviors largely consistent across cor-



tical regions, where distinctive cortical areas exhibited highly significant correlation
values. Our findings also suggest that specific cortical regions such as the inferior pari-
etal cortex (IPC) in both left and right hemispheres, which is part of the default mode
network and is involved in interpretation of sensory information, language and body im-
age, exhibited a powerful positive correlation between their shape and growth similarity
matrices (r > 0.7).

Fig. 4: The morpho-kinectome. Each node in the circular graph denotes a cortical region
as in Supp. Fig. 4. Each color defines one node. The width of a circular edge repre-
sents its strength. The circular graph shows that both left and right morpho-kinectomes
share two key cortical hubs: node 2 (the caudal anterior-cingulate cortex) and node 23
(posterior-cingulate cortex). We would like to note that node 4 representing the corpus
callosum is overlooked as it is not part of the cortex.

Connectional shape-growth analysis using the proposed morpho-kinectome. In
the right and left morpho-kinectomes sparsified at P

s

= 15%, we found that the caudal
anterior-cingulate cortex (ACC) and posterior-cingulate cortex (PCC) presented the key
hubs (Fig. 4). Noting that developmental studies suggest that structural hubs emerge rel-
atively early during brain development, with connectivity of posterior cingulate regions
already present in the postnatal brain [7], can potentially explain the shape-growth co-
behavior of neonatal cingulate regions. The cingulate cortex is involved in spatial mem-
ory, configural learning, and maintenance of discriminative avoidance learning, which
are fundamental cognitive functions to infants’ development and learning [8, 7]. Impor-
tantly, relating the morpho-kinectome to growth connectomics and neurodevelopment
[9] as well as genetic [10] and developmental [11] underpinnings would give insights
into neurodevelopment and the etiology of neurodevelopmental disorders.

4 Conclusion

In sum, our MSGA framework demonstrated that globally similar cortical shapes sim-
ilarly co-evolve. We also identified distinctive cortical regions (e.g., IPC) that grow
similarly when looking similar in morphology –which may indicate that their growth
is controlled by similar genetic and biological factors. We also showed that shape con-
nectivity is a powerful predictor of growth dynamics in specific cortical regions (e.g.,
anterior/posterior cingulate cortices). The model presented here is a highly promising
starting point, given that it can be generalized to different complex shapes and allows
to examine the spatiotemporal dynamics of shapes as well as quantifying their high-
dimensional (here 3D) morphology. Besides, it will be more intriguing to interpret our



findings in the light of multiple covariates such as stress during development [12] and
socio-economic status of recruited infants, as both are suspected to affect early brain de-
velopment [13]. Eventually, our proposed MSGA framework may help better elucidate
how the cortex develops and wires itself in both healthy and disordered infant brains as
well as provide a comprehensive graph-based brain representation that unifies genetics,
connectomics and morpho-kinectomics.1
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Fig. 1: Subject-to-subject velocity similarity matrix in a representative corti-

cal region (the precuneus). The multidirectional varifold-based shape regression

model enables to estimate for each subject the spatiotemporal deformation ve-

locity v(x, t) which is computed at each vertex x of the cortical surface and at

any timepoint t between birth and 12 months. Then, for each cortical region,

we generate a velocity similarity matrix that computes the Pearson correlation

coe�cients between corresponding vertices in two infants i and j averaged across

the selected region.

? Corresponding author: irekik@dundee.ac.uk, www.basira-lab.com



Fig. 2: Generic shape similarity networks fusion and morphome construction.

Giving a set of labeled shapes measured at a single timepoint, we use the multi-

directional varifold similarity distance to compute pairwise similarities between

di↵erent labeled regions for each shape. This produces a shape connectivity

matrix for each labeled shape. Next, we use the non linear similarity network

fusion method described in [4] to generate the ‘mean’ shape network. Ultimately,

through removing 50% of the remaining connections, we generate a morphome

at a sparcification level Ps = 50%.



Fig. 3: Morpho-kinectomes generation scenarios at di↵erent sparsification lev-

els Ps. To better explain the intuition behind introducing the concept of the

morpho-kinectome in this paper, we illustrate three cases that represent di↵er-

ent levels of shape-growth consistency in similarity patterns, each respectively

drawn from an observed population of longitudinal shapes. Each node repre-

sents a labeled anatomical region in the observed shape. The width of each edge

quantifies the similarity between two nodes in the network. The mean shape

connectivity network is estimated at baseline timepoint whereas the mean shape

evolution connectivity network is estimated across later acquisition timepoints.

The shape-growth consistency level or co-behavior ranges between a scale of

0 and 1. As the shape-growth co-behavior scale increases, the fully connected

weighted morpho-kinectome (i.e., Ps = 0%) involves weaker connections between

its nodes. Notably, the stronger the connections in the morpho-kinectome, the

less coordinated are similar labeled shape regions in appearance and evolution.

We also demonstrate how the sparsification level influences the sparsity of the

estimated morpho-kinectome, which is defined as a weighted sparse network at

Ps > 0.



Fig. 4: Cortical regions of interest index. Each cortical hemisphere is parcellated

using Desikan-Killiany cortical atlas. We display the cortical regions’ names and

their respective labels on the surface.


